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What are we all about?

We’re about reliability, delivering products
you can trust, services that help communications
centers get the job done, with excellence.
We’re all about you, and creating solutions for
your center. Innovative partners at your side
helping you plan and prepare to ask the
right questions. Get the right answers.
Send the best response.

Why? Because you make a difference.
In our lives, our neighborhoods, and communities.

[value, service, trust, innovation]
Over a quarter of a century ago the Priority Dispatch System™ was born from a visionary idea.

Structured Calltaking

In 1978. Dr. Jeff Clawson, the new Medical Director for the Salt Lake City
Fire Department, was concerned with how emergency medical calls to 9-1-1
were being handled in dispatch. Calltakers had little or no training, their level
of competence was based on their personal knowledge and experience, and
responses were inconsistent and unpredictable. They needed a protocol.
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Dr. Jeff Clawson, Creator
Priority Dispatch Systems

“Quality Improvement is vital. If you want to improve what comes out
of your communications center, you need to have a structured Quality
Improvement program that measures, analyzes, and improves what’s
going on inside.”

[solutions, custom, easy, choices]

PRIORITY DISPATCH PROVIDES CUSTOMERS A

FULL RANGE

of products, services, and consulting designed to provide solutions for the
complex needs of your communications center. No matter the mix of police,
fire, or medical dispatch you provide, we can tailor the right implementation.

Suddenly other systems seem so limited
Thirty years ago we introduced the MPDS
cardset. It changed the way emergency services dispatched. It changed the way people
looked at dispatching. Some people even
said it changed the world. More than 2,700
licensed users of cardsets and software
later, we’re doing it even better.
Designed around ProQA dispatch software or the workhorse dispatch cardsets,
PDC has created a whole line of products
and services designed to help you effortlessly customize the perfect solution for your

center. Do you dispatch police, fire, medical,
all three? We’ve got you covered.
From training to quality improvement and
implementation to Field Responder Guides,
no matter what your dispatching complexity
is, we have solutions. Best of all, to make
sure you get the most out of our award-winning products and services, you have our
pledge, as your partner, to provide outstanding customer service, combined with innovative ideas. You know what you need. Our job
is to make sure you get it. n

Alan Fletcher, President
Priority Dispatch Corp.

“Relationships are the cornerstone of our business. The trust, which our company has earned
from its customers through the development of the MPDS, is now spreading throughout the fire
and police industry. That earned trust was built through years of quality products, services, and
relationships made strong by staying focused on our customers’ success.”

Adam Hinckley,
Director of Sales

“Great customer service, outstanding value, and innovative products and
services are what our customers deserve and get. Our job is to help our clients identify their unique requirements and then deliver solutions. We judge
our success on how successful our customers are.”

[care, immediate, help, reassure]

YOUR COMMUNITY COUNTS ON YOU TO BE THERE AS

THE FIRST, FIRST
responder, providing medical care they can trust in times of crisis. You don’t get a second

chance. No one understands that better than we do. That’s why excellence is our first goal.
You can be confident that our EMD products will be your partner to get the job done right.

Right questions-Best response-Every time
It’s midnight on a rainy Saturday. It’s been crazy
all evening and every station is slammed. You’ve
got critical calls everywhere and not enough staff.
Your newest dispatcher has just taken the latest
call, a distraught mom whose newborn started to
choke while nursing. The baby is blue and the mom
is frantic. This is when the trust you’ve placed in the
Medical Priority Dispatch System really pays off.
Your rookie dispatcher received the best, most
intensive training available, becoming a fully certified dispatcher through the National Academies of
Emergency Dispatch. You can be confident that the
Priority Dispatch tools you’ve provided her to work
with will help her consistently deliver the national
and international standards of care for emergency
medical dispatching.
Whether you choose to dispatch using ProQA
software or the manual cardsets, you know your
dispatchers will be able to quickly frame the situation, choose the correct Chief Complaint, and
dispatch the right type of help with optimal speed
and accuracy. And that mom who called in—she got
the Post-Dispatch and Pre-Arrival Instructions she

needed so her baby had the best chance of survival
and recovery with “zero minute™ ” response.
And what about the responders going out on
the calls? With the MPDS in place, gathering the
right information for them is easy so they can be
better prepared at the scene. And because better
information means better management of costly
personnel, equipment, and resources, sending the
best responses will happen consistently.
With AQUA™ reporting and tracking software for
Quality Improvement (QI) as a companion to ProQA
and the cardsets, you’ll have the data you need right
at your fingertips. With AQUA you can evaluate an
individual dispatcher, check the overall compliance
rate of your center, and create detailed reports on
the effectiveness of your communications center for
the next city council meeting. Because you can gather substantial data demonstrating “best practices,”
your liability risk is dramatically reduced.
Our commitment to help you and your communications center achieve excellence is reflected in our
people, products, and services. We’ll be at your side
every step of the way. n

[safety, commitment, service, quality]

THE ALARM HAS SOUNDED AND YOUR

FIREFIGHTERS
are scrambling into their gear. What’s happening at the scene? Is anyone hurt
or trapped? How many floors are involved? Do they need HAZMAT units? Is it a
working fire? How many other units will need to be called up? Making sure the
right questions are asked and delivering the right information is what we do best.

Start “Size-Up” as the engines roll? You bet
The National Academy of Emergency Fire
Dispatch’s™ Fire Priority Dispatch System™ (FPDS )
helps your dispatchers become the eyes and ears
at the scene. The moment the call comes into the
communications center, information will begin to flow
to incident commanders—consistent, unified, prioritized information. Information that fire professionals
from the U.S. and around the world have identified
as crucial in making good tactical decisions. The
result—safer, more effective firefighting and better
protection for your responders and community.
™

PDC, under license from the Academy, provides an outstanding line of products and services
for implementation of the FPDS. From intensive
dispatch certification training, to delivery of the
protocols using ProQA dispatch software or manual
cardsets, to gaining control of your center’s performance using AQUA software. You will harness the
power of your staff, resources, and data to create a
system that is measurable, analytical, and universal.

As soon as you take the system live you’ll start
seeing results. Standardized questioning and information-gathering tools will provide fast, focused
size-up information for incident commanders at the
time of dispatch. Scene safety will be increased for
both firefighters and the citizens involved. Better
information will make apparatus and personnel
allocation decisions more efficient. And your communications center’s liability will decrease as you
implement “best practices” through the use of protocol and a comprehensive QI program. Best of all,
you will finally have dispatching tools, training, and
QI that will help you achieve your goals.
We understand the important role goals play in
reaching excellence and we give you this pledge.
Our goals are focused on your success. We measure everything we do by your goals and your
success. You will find our commitment to you as
a partner unflagging and our standard of customer
service and quality work consistently high. n

Ron McDaniel,
Chief Planning Officer

“Outstanding software training and a technical support staff that is both knowledgeable
and helpful is an important key to our success. Your staff will receive outstanding, handson training, and if you have questions or problems with your software, technical support
is available via phone, web, FTP, or dial-up, providing you maximum flexibility for your
demanding schedule.”

Mark Rector
Director of Consulting

“Implementing the Priority Dispatch System with help from our expert consulting staff is a

comprehensive and rewarding experience. As we shape the success of your center together we’ll
support you from planning to go-live with reliable best practices, configuring processes, and project
management at its best. We’ll be at your side every step of the way delivering excellence.”

[protect, secure, confidence]

FEW OCCUPATIONS CHALLENGE HUMAN CAPACITY LIKE

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Dispatchers are expected to process a huge range of potential incidents, ask the
right questions every time, provide appropriate Pre-Arrival Instructions, make sure
essential information is flowing to responding officers, and demonstrate effective
customer service skills in a non-visual environment—Oh, and do it really fast please.

Stand tall in the Quality Improvement spotlight
Creating a structured calltaking protocol to meet
the demanding needs of law enforcement dispatching was the goal of the National Academies
of Emergency Dispatch as police experts from the
U.S. and around the world gathered to help craft this
unique approach.

flow, outcomes, safety, QI, and resource allocation
from the moment their communications centers
implement the PPDS.

Building on 30 years of experience, development,
and field testing of the gold-standard MPDS, the
Academy Police Standards Council set key goals to
accomplish in designing the Police Priority Dispatch
System™ (PPDS™): a consistent high standard of
practice; measurable quality improvement (QI);
structured, consistent calltaking; increased safety
for police officers, citizens, and the community;
accurate, detailed scene information; increased
effectiveness and efficiency; faster call processing
times; cost savings; easier resource management;
and decreased communications center liability.

Here’s a glimpse of what we offer: Intensive NAED
certification training courses for instructors, QI, and
dispatchers; award-winning ProQA
dispatch
software that delivers the PPDS in an easy, customizable format to seamlessly integrate with most CAD
and phone systems; AQUA QI software designed to
measure, analyze, and report levels of performance
from individual dispatchers to the overall center;
consultants who will “be there” to help you lay the
foundation of your system, create the environment,
and accomplish implementation; and PDC support
staff available 24/7—a value that can’t be beat.

It was a tall order, but that’s exactly what they
did. Nine years and five versions later, the PPDS
is being used across the U.S. and Canada fullfilling
its primary directive of consistently sending the best
response possible to every emergency incident.
Users see improvement in call times, information

Imagine having this kind of power at the fingertips
of all your dispatchers. Your communications center will become the epicenter of police 9-1-1. The
potential to improve your system is huge, and the
way to do it is available today. n

The Priority Dispatch design teams have crafted
the PPDS system of products with an eye toward
your goals—achieving excellence and success.

[focused,partners,success,customers]

AT PRIORITY DISPATCH WE RECOGNIZE THAT OFFERING OUTSTANDING

CUSTOMER SERVICE

is crucial in fulfilling our promises to you. That’s why we keep our focus firmly
fixed on your goals and how we, as your partner, can help you achieve them. The
hallmark of Priority Dispatch is responsive customer service that you can always
depend on because over the years we’ve learned that your success is our success.

Our focus remains firmly fixed on your success

For more than three decades Priority Dispatch
has provided solutions to communications professionals around the world who rely on us for
training, products, and services that match their
quest
for excellence.
Our greatest strength is our people. Their
extra-ordinary skills, unparalleled experience, and
professional pride and commitment to designing,
manufacturing, and selling the most innovative
emergency dispatch system enables us to meet
diverse customer requirements.
To assure comprehensive customer service, you
are not limited to a single point of contact within the
company. As you move through implementation,

client consultations take place with different experts
on the project team, and it’s the combined effort of
these team members that keep us focused on the
end result—your success.
You can count on PDC to provide you with outstanding technical advice and expert sales, consulting, and support teams. Answers and solutions
are only a phone call, e-mail, on-site visit, fax, or
website away.
We’re ready to help your communications center
achieve new levels of response time, productivity,
information flow, safety, QI, savings, liability protection, and success. We look forward to doing
business with you. n

Jon Stones,
Regional Account Representative

“What I love about working for PDC is the opportunity to develop lasting friendships with
our clients. Whether it’s just a call to say hi or to resolve an issue, I hope our clients know
we are committed to helping whenever and however we can. That’s what PDC is all
about…helping you help them.”

What are we about?

We’re about you, your goals ,
your dreams, your success.
dispatch smarter. dispatch faster.

www.prioritydispatch.net

For detailed information or to view a demo, please visit our website.
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